A simple method for quantifying ultrasound-triggered microbubble destruction.
Ultrasound-triggered microbubble destruction (UTMD) is essential for targeted drug delivery but currently there is no agreed gold standard for its real-time monitoring. This study used a clinical diagnostic ultrasound scanner to quantify the destruction effects of different values of mechanical index (MI) on microbubble. This was achieved by measuring the signal intensity of peripheral vessels, which is representative of systemic microbubble concentration. Twenty-four male Sprague-Dawley rats and SonoVue contrast agent were used for this study, six for the determination of signal saturation and 18 for the study of microbubble destruction. In the first part of the experiment, four different SonoVue doses (200, 400, 600 and 800 μL/kg) were injected into each of six rats and the signal intensity in their right femoral arteries were recorded using a diagnostic ultrasound scanner. This data was used to plot time-intensity curves (TIC) to determine at which concentration the signal reaches saturation. Then UTMD studies were performed using the 400 μL/kg dose as its peak signal intensity (PSI) was safely within the linear portion of the intensity-concentration curve. The remaining 18 rats were divided into three MI groups (0.2, 0.6 and 1.0) and for each rat, the following was performed: TIC recording of a sham exposure without sonication was performed first using the same scanner from signal saturation study. Simultaneously, another ultrasound scanner was applied to the adductor muscles of left hind limb for sonication later. Then, a sonication TIC recording was performed, with both ultrasound scanners activated. A TIC recording of second sonication was also obtained for comparison. The TICs showed that the area under the curve and the enhancement duration were reduced after sonication in the groups MI = 0.6 and MI = 1.0 but not for the group MI = 0.2. The PSI in the groups with MI of 0.6 and 1.0 were slightly lowered after sonication, although it is not statistically significant. No significant difference of TIC exists between the first and the second sonication for each group. Pharmacokinetic analysis was performed with estimated concentration-time curve derived from TIC curve and found that SonoVue had faster clearance and decreased half-life in the groups MI = 0.6 and MI = 1.0. In conclusion, this study shows that sonographic signal measured from peripheral vessels is a feasible indicator of systemic microbubble concentration and may be used to quantify ultrasound-triggered microbubble destruction at target site.